used with analytical instruments, the combination of MIPs with biotechnology and/or nanotechnology, and applications in life science, medical science, pharmaceutical science, and environmental science. Although this topical issue alone cannot fully cover the vast field of imprinted polymers, numerous prestigious researchers have kindly contributed their original works and mini-reviews based on current perspectives and knowledge of MIPs. I am truly grateful to all of the contributors and members of the Society of Molecular Imprinting, and I would also like to thank Dr. Antonio Martin-Esteban and Dr. Teresa Casimiro, the editors of Molecular Imprinting, for giving me the opportunity to coordinate this topical issue on the year of my 60 th birthday. For me and I believe many other researchers who have devoted themselves to the field of MIPs, there are still considerable challenges that must be addressed as we work towards the emergence of the next generation of MIPs. It is my sincere hope and belief that this field continues to grow and expand to one day produce synthetic materials far superior to natural binding proteins in the life sciences and related fields. The field of molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) has been growing rapidly in the past few decades, especially with regards to MIPs capable of recognizing proteins and other bio-related target molecules. Much progress has been made in developing ever more sophisticated MIPs with constantly improved sensitivity, selectivity, and recognition capabilities towards proteins and other complicated molecules, making them one of the most promising synthetic materials for supplanting natural antibodies and other binding proteins with more stable and cost-effective synthetic materials. This topical issue on molecular imprinting covers research on new principles and methodology for generating molecularly imprinted synthetic materials capable of detecting proteins and related biomolecules. Covered topics include the design and synthesis of new functional monomers and cross-linkers to develop and/or introduce new functionality into the polymer, new polymerization methods to improve the imprinting effect, highly sensitive MIP-based assays and sensors which can be
